The Ultimate In Control And Peace Of Mind

Connected Light Commercial Building Solution
Save Time, Energy And Costs With LCBS Connect™

On average, HVAC system operation accounts for nearly half of a commercial facility’s energy consumption. Having the proper HVAC control system in place can generate significant energy and cost savings. With Honeywell’s LCBS Connect™, you can ensure the comfortable environment occupants want, saving time and money in the process.

LCBS Connect provides the capability for constant remote monitoring and diagnostics. This allows your HVAC service provider to take care of repairs quickly in the event of a service interruption — in many cases, before your tenants are even aware of it. Preventative notifications also let you be proactive. By addressing small issues before they grow, you can extend the life of your equipment.

It all adds up to a reliable, personalized solution that gives you the ultimate in building comfort control for peace of mind all day, every day.

What You Get With LCBS Connect

**CONTROL.** Work with your HVAC service provider to determine what triggers an alert, where the alert is delivered and what happens as a result. The Occupant View feature allows you to monitor and adjust your building’s HVAC system remotely, or your HVAC service provider can monitor it for you. Plus, if your facility includes more than one building, LCBS Connect covers the entire enterprise.

**PEACE OF MIND.** With LCBS, you can rest assured that your HVAC system and building comfort level are always monitored. Precise controls also comply with local and national energy regulations, including Title 24.

**COST SAVINGS.** LCBS Connect’s precise temperature and scheduling capabilities allow you to maximize energy efficiency, while the built-in economizer utilizes outside air to condition the inside of the building for even more savings. In addition, the LCBS Connect system provides constant reporting of HVAC system analytics, helping identify areas where performance could be improved.

For more information, visit [buildingcontrols.honeywell.com/LCBS](http://buildingcontrols.honeywell.com/LCBS), or contact your HVAC service provider.

**FEATURES & BENEFITS**

- **Simplicity.** Program temperature and humidity settings on the sleek, full-color touchscreen wall interface. You can also create customized views and control who can access the interface with the keypad lockout feature.

- **24/7 Connectivity.** You or your contractor can constantly monitor your equipment and respond to issues quickly, increasing system longevity and preventing disruptions.

- **System Reliability.** Honeywell represents a century of HVAC experience. These trusted, tested products are built to last, offering you peace of mind.

- **Scalability.** Start with the features you want and add more as your needs change. The flexible platform can be customized to your exact requirements.

LCBS Connect consists of three components: a wall module, a controller with a built-in economizer, and a gateway for cloud connectivity.